INFRINGING
COPYRIGHT
IS ILLEGAL.
CNA

CNA requires all employees and students to
respect the intellectual property rights of
others. A breach of copyright law can have
serious legal and financial consequences.

The FAIR DEALING exception
Under the Copyright Act, anyone may make a copy of copyrighted work for the
purposes of research, private study, criticism, review, news reporting, education,
parody or satire, provided that the copying is “fair”.
Whether copying is “fair” requires consideration of all the circumstances. If you are
a CNA student or employee, our Copyright Policy and Procedure (AC-118 and AC118-PR) provide that you may make a single copy or scan of up to 10 per
cent of a copyrighted work, or the following, whichever is greater:

a) One chapter from a book;
b) A single article from a periodical;
c) An entire artistic work (including a painting, print,
photograph, diagram, drawing, map, chart and plan)
from a copyrighted work containing other artistic works;
d) An entire newspaper article or page;

Copying or
scanning a
copyrighted work is

COPYRIGHT
INFRINGEMENT,

UNLESS

You are acting
under an exception to
copyright infringement
as set out in the
Copyright Act.

e) An entire single poem or musical score from a copy
righted work containing other poems, or musical scores;
or
f) An entire entry from an encyclopedia, dictionary,
annotated bibliography or similar reference work.
If you are a CNA instructor, you may also distribute to each student registered in
your course a single copy of the above as a class handout, or post it to a secure
electronic system accessible only to registered students.
CNA prohibits the production or transmission of infringing copies using the
equipment made available on its premises, and will not be responsible for any
illegal copying/transmission beyond CNA’s control.

OR

You have permission
directly from the
copyright holder or
through a license.
*Adapted from Memorial University

For more information on copyright, including any of the points above,
see CNA’s policy on Copyright (AC-118 and AC-118-PR)
or contact a CNA Librarian.

